
HCCK-61 model number

Technical

Application area
 Small antenna size, easy to install; Non-contact

radar, no wear, no pollution.
 Almost no corrosion, bubble effect; almost not

affected by water vapor in the atmosphere, the
temperature and pressure changes.

 Serious dust environment on the high level meter
work has little effect.

 A shorter wavelength, the reflection of solid
surface inclination is better.

 Beam angle is small, the energy is concentrated,
can enhance the ability of echo and to avoid
interference.

 The measuring range is smaller, for a
measurement will yield good results.

 High signal-to-noise ratio, the level fluctuation
state can obtain better performance.

Function
The sensor emits a continuous radar signal through the
antenna. The emitted signal is reflected by the medium
and received as an echo by the antenna.
The frequency difference between the emitted and
received signal is proportional to the distance and
depends on the filling height. The
determined filling height is converted into a respective
output signal and

Materials
the instrument are made of 316L,304.

The housings are available as single chamber or
double chamber ver- sion in plastic, stainless steel or
aluminium.
They are available with protection ratings up to IP 67.

Electronics versions
4 … 20 mA/HART in two and four-wire version.

Application： Measuring liquids,and dew on solid
material, dust.

Measuring Range： 20meters
Process Connection： Thread、Flange
Medium Temperature： -40～120℃

Process Pressure： Atmospheric pressure

Accuracy： ±5mm
Frequency Range： 26GHz

Explosion-proof Grade： Exia ⅡC T6 Ga
Protection Grade： IP67

Signal Output： 4...20mA/HART(Two wire/FOUR
wire) RS485/ HART Protocol
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Specification sheet
Dimensions

Adjustment

Adjustment on the measurement loop







Qualification
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CE certificate:
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